“...prose was formed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind”

(George Orwell)
Le Congo est en crise de légitimité et sa présence au sein de l’OIF dépend de la solution à la crise qui devra intervenir le plus vite possible; La tenue du 14ème sommet en péril.

If Mugabe Is the Only one, among hundred Invitees, Who Turns Up in Person At Your Party, You Have a Problem in your left eye Mr. Kabila.
THE CONGO PARADOX

A report, whatever it is about, wherever it comes from, whoever the author is, it does not neither make a president of a country nor legitimate his or her power, only people do.

That is true as well for developed country as for developing country.

People, with respect to democratic principles and process, express or make freely their choice for an honest, knowledgeable, and credible candidate to lead their destiny while promoting their values.

In the D.R.Congo, on 28 November 2011, Congolese people voted massively to bring the father of Congolese democracy, Mr. Tshisekedi to victory after a very long time of fight for democracy, social justice and lasting peace.

Regrettably, Mr. Kabila hold-up people choice and he proclaimed himself the chief of state with the complicity of his cousin Ngoyi Mulunda CENI.

What exactly did happen in Congo? Well, we will never know the truth if the international community does not firmly request, without being biased, for a public inquiry right now. That is the only way we can understand what accurately is going on in Congo and to increase the chance to discover the enormous untruth told to the international community. Congo is a "One country two Presidents"; the elected, the winner one, Mr. Tshisekedi was not proclaimed and the proclaimed one, Mr. Kabila is not the winner. His victory story is a total fabrication made up by Mr. Ngoyi Mulunda. This is the Congo paradox.
Canada must take a leadership role in pressuring Mr. Kabila to respect the will of Congolese people

Who won, who lost?

Undoubtedly, Mr. Tshisekedi is the rightful winner of November 28, 2011 elections. The evidences show that he is the only one who was elected President by the people of the Congo and all unprejudiced reports from all involved corps demonstrate a very trustworthy commitment and a convincing victory for Étienne Tshisekedi.

Taking in account Mr. Tshisekedi highest level of integrity, people concluded freely that he was the one who has vision, strong leadership, a wonderful and very attracting, realistic project called: “People First - Le Peuple d’Abord”; and he knows the direction that is leading to the integral and sustainable development for the Congo. Mr. Tshisekedi is the only one capable of unifying the country, bringing the expected changes for the 21st century, and restoring justice, democracy, security, order, and the Rule of Law “L’État de droit” based on the Law of the Land.

At this moment, some good wills are expanding efforts and energies to peacefully give back the victory to whom it belongs: President Étienne Tshisekedi.
In contrary, if there is not any sign of eagerness for truth and justice on Mr. Kabila side, people will, by whichever way, take their country back even though blood sheet. **They pledged that they won’t give up; they are ready to become sacrificial victims and once for all, they just want to restore freedom, democracy, justice, dignity, and humanity in Congo.**

So, by requesting and establishing the truth and justice of the pools, the international community will circumvent any kind of martyrs of civil war, riot, sabotage, and civil disobedience from happening as consequence of a sense of betrayal and a huge disappointment that Congolese people are feeling now.

In fact, stealing people right to plebiscite their president is indeed a breaking heart decision for all those millions of Congolese people who deserve more respect for human rights and better life; those who, vehemently, expressed their desire to achieve a kind of change they can believe in.

A heart can’t deny, when it is reached by the naked eye. George Orwell once said: **“prose was formed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind”**. There were a hold-up manufactured by Mr. Kabila and his cousin Ngoy. The master piece that Mr. Kabila is showing to the international community is simply a bunch of dishonesties.

After Mr. Kabila’s failure to convince voters to keep him on job on November 28, 2012, he decided to deceive and he orchestrated a “Coup d’état” and his cousin Ngoy plotted the hold-up by planning it; then he carefully executed it in order to successfully accomplish the mission given to him which **was to keep Mr. Kabila together with his corrupted and retrograde (19th century) system in power any how even by the fraudulent practice.** So did Mr. Ngoyi **reverse the result** of the elections and he declared his cousin Kabila elected president of the DRC instead of Mr. Tshisekedi, the true winner. A well-executed dishonest and premeditated plan that left everybody stunned.

Otherwise Mr. Kabila had chosen to kill the irritated Congolese people. Mr. Kabila did indeed murder innocent and unarmed civilians, he violated his own constitution precisely the articles 64 and 71; he sent his militias and brutal polices to intimidate and stop peaceful protesters to exercise their democratic right. The blood was split in a vast quantity in many locations of the country.
Congo people are thirsty and hungry for, social justice, dignity, humanity, truth, democracy, and peace

The truth of the pools, the one posted on the wall of every voting pool showed Mr. Tshisekedi in a significant and huge lead over Mr. Kabila. Mr. Tshisekedi was ahead, foremost in 7 of 11 of the DRC provinces. Until the voting process end, Mr. Kabila was unable to catch up, and then Mr. Ngoyi laid out intentionally, knowingly wrong doing, the shameful and dishonourable manoeuvre that put the country in hot-headed situation. Mr. Ngoyi destroyed any possible evidence to hide the truth and made impossible any verification; he hijacked the entire country by shutting down the MSM connection services for about more than 4 days.

The lesson:
Growing up, we all have been taught that the only thing worse than making a mistake was not admitting the fact that you did. Mr. Kabila and his cousin Ngoyi committed mistakes, a lot of condemnable irregularities. It takes an exceptional politics courage to just recognise those failures that many observers have been mentioning and the truth must prevail. If there were mistakes, they must first be corrected.

Paranoiac, Psychosis: We must be truthful; we must fix those intolerable intentional abject failures. Many members of Mr. Kabila’s clique are the compulsive liars, always they boob themselves. No doubt, all the gang of Mr. Kabila was in panic as the partial results were coming out; such troubled conscience had pushed them to organize the unthinkable silly things.

A true leader, rather than manipulating and intimidating people, should come clean; he doesn’t lie the international community if really he wants to preserve the rightness, credibility, trust, loyalty, and integrity of the democratic principles and process.
The Congolese people appeal

Today, Congo is a turmoil country that will indubitably plunge in a deep civil war if nothing is done by international community to stop the progressive tyranny that is rooting in Congo and end immediately the massacre from Mr. Kabila’s Republic Guard and militias by removing the brigade that is falsely belting Mr. Tshisekedi residence.

What a truly democratic government and friend of the Congo must do?

Couple of things notably:

1) Tolerance zero by condemning vehemently anyone attempting to threaten peace, democracy, human rights, dignity, and justice in Congo

2) To recognise Mr. Tshisekedi as the winner of the election held in November 28, 2012, therefore the legitimate President of the free people of Congo based on the truth of the pools not on any kind of report.

3) To reconsider any kind of support given to Mr. Kabila until he voluntarily recognizes Mr. Tshisekedi as the right winner of November 28, 2011 elections rendering the irrevocable appeal made by all Catholic Church Bishops and all Christians.

4) To recall theirs Ambassadors credited in Kinshasa in case Mr. Kabila persists in defying sovereign people of Congo.

5) To make sure that the life of Mr. Tshisekedi is not in danger by removing untruthful Police Forces around his residence.

6) To respect human rights by freeing all prisoners of conscience arbitrary jailed without trial.
CANADA ROLE

Congo is a huge steak. Canadian Citizens from Congo are keeping faith alive; they are looking at Canada like a model of sustainability and social peace. Canada is a large, stable, fully-fledged democracy that is willing to act diligently in the name of freedom and development of all people of the world in general and particularly for Congolese people. Since 1960, year of Congo sovereignty, Canada has been a big player in stabilising the country production forces and keeping peace. Today, favourably, Canada has promised to pay more attention to what is going on in Congo; Canada want to protect the vulnerable people and promote social justice, peace, and the young democracy through dialogue.
Right now, with President Tshisekedi in power, it is about the best time ever to establish in the D.R. Congo and invest in the infrastructure development and refurbishment of this beautiful country, regardless of the challenges, which are far less than the many opportunities that Congo, the country most, is offering.
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